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Validation in pharmaceutical analysis.
Part I: An integrated approach
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Abstract

The ICH guidelines achieved a great deal in harmonising the definitions of the required validation characteristics
and their basic requirements. However, they provide only a basis for a general discussion of the validation
parameters, their calculation and interpretation. It is the responsibility of the analyst to identify parameters which are
relevant to the performance of the given analytical procedure as well as to design proper validation protocols
including acceptance criteria and to perform an appropriate evaluation. In order to fulfil this resposibility properly,
the background of the validation parameters and their consequences must be understood. In this part, the general
concept of an integrated validation is discussed. The interdependencies to other ICH guidelines and topics during
drug development (e.g. impurities and degradants, stability and specification design) must be taken into account to
define the required acceptance criteria. Evaluation of the results in order to prove the suitability of the analytical
procedure must be based on the specification limits. Important parameters and aspects are discussed for the individual
validation characteristics. In the following parts, these parameters will be discussed in detail. Examples will be given
for their interpretation in order to facilitate the selection of parameters which are relevant to the performance and
suitability of the given analytical procedure. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The validation of analytical procedures, i.e. the
proof of its suitability for the intended purpose, is
an important part of the registration application
for a new drug [1–8]. The International Confer-
ence on the Harmonization of the Technical Re-

quirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals
for Human Use (ICH) has harmonised the re-
quirements in two guidelines [7,8]. The first one
summarizes and defines the validation characteris-
tics needed for various types of test procedures,
the second one extends the previous text to in-
clude the experimental data required and some
statistical interpretation. These guidelines serve as
a basis worldwide both for regulatory authorities
and industry and bring the importance of a
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proper validation to the attention of all those
involved in the process of submission.

Nowadays, the validation characteristics needed
for the various test procedures and their general
requirements (see Table 1) are well understood.
However, in spite of recommendations not to do
so [8], there is an increasing tendency to misuse
the guidelines as a kind of checklist which is
automatically applied. Such a ‘checklist mentality’
may be caused by an incorrect understanding of
standardisation and improving efficiency. Due to
the integration of analytics in all aspects of drug
development and quality control, inappropriate
analytical procedures may, however, lead to, for
example, wrong decisions, work which has to be
repeated (out-of specification results) and delays.
Consequently, both the design of the validation
studies and the evaluation of the results must be
adjusted to the individual analytical procedure in
order to achieve an understanding of its real
performance. Only on this basis can proof be
obtained that the procedure ‘is suitable for its
intended purpose’ [14].

2. Integration and interdependencies of analytical
validation

Analytical procedures are used throughout drug
development and the manufacturing of drug sub-
stances and drug products. Important decisions
such as the establishment of the shelf-life from
stability studies, the need for additional toxicolog-
ical trials if new impurities appear or if known
impurities exceed the qualified levels, the rework-
ing of batches and batch release or rejection are
based on analytical results. In order to make the
right decisions and to avoid additional work, an
appropriate performance of the analytical proce-
dures is essential.

But what does ‘suitability for its intended pur-
pose’ mean? For some applications, the require-
ments are defined in the ICH guidelines, for
example, for impurity testing [9–11]. If the report-
ing level for unknown impurities in drug sub-
stances is set to 0.05 or 0.03% [9], the
corresponding test procedure must be able to
quantify impurities at this concentration with an
appropriate level of precision and accuracy.

Table 1
Validation characteristics normally evaluated for the different types of test procedures [7] and the minimum number of
determinations required (if applicable) [8]

Minimum numberValidation characteristics Test procedure

Identity Impurities Assaya

LimitQuantitative

– YesSpecificityb Yes Yes Yes
YesNo YesLinearity No5 concentrations

– No Yes No YesRange
YesNo Yes9 determinations over 3 concentration levels NoAccuracy

(e.g. 3×3)

Precision
Repeatability 6 determinations at 100% or 9 determinations No Yes No Yes

over 3 concentration levels (e.g. 3×3)
Yes2 seriesIntermediate precision/ No Yes No

reproducibilityc

NoDetection limit NoYesNod–
Quantitation limit No Yes– No No

a Including dissolution, content/potency.
b Lack of specificity of one analytical procedure could be compensated by other supporting analytical procedure(s).
c Intermediate precision sufficient for submission.
d May be needed in some cases.
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Fig. 1. Suitability of the analytical procedure with respect to
specification limits.

procedure should be identified in order to design
discriminating system suitability tests.

If these interdependencies are ignored and if
parameters are determined during the validation
which do not describe the critical performance of
the analytical procedure, severe consequences can
be expected. For example, if the procedure is not
sufficiently robust, problems are likely to occur in
a method transfer and repeated adjustments in the
system suitability test will, for example, be re-
quired. If the acceptance limits for, for example,
assay are too narrow, out-of specification results
will require extensive investigations [18]. Conse-
quently, the time and effort (perhaps) saved in a
‘checklist’ validation approach will most likely
result in problems at a later date which could be
much more expensive.

3. Acceptance criteria for validation parameters

Using the ICH guidelines as a basis [7,8], it is
the responsibility of the analyst to select for the
given individual test procedure relevant parame-
ters and appropriate acceptance criteria and to
design the experimental studies accordingly. These
acceptance criteria can often be derived from spe-
cification limits.

As a general rule, the standard deviation of the
analytical procedure should be lower than 1/6 of
the specification range. A detailed approach tak-
ing the number of repeated determinations into
account is based on confidence intervals [15,16]
(Fig. 2). Basic specification limits (BL) include the
variability of the manufacturing process and rep-
resent the final limits (SL) if an error-free analyti-
cal procedure is used. Describing the analytical
variability as a normal distribution of the experi-
mental results, confidence intervals can be con-
structed as a representation of the result
probability for a given number of replicates. The
combination of the basic limit and the limit (up-
per or lower) of the 95% confidence interval (one-
sided) then represents the overall specification
limit (Eq. (1)). It must be taken into account that
this calculation is based on the true standard
deviation whereas the standard deviation obtained
in a validation study is only a random estimate

With respect to assay determinations, the vari-
ability of the analytical procedure is often larger
than the variability of the manufacturing. This
must be taken into account in the establishment
of specification limits [12,13], i.e. the variability of
the procedure and the acceptance limits must be
compatible (Fig. 1). Of course, safety require-
ments are of primary importance but if they are
satisfied, specification limits can also be defined
based on the analytical variability [15,16].

The analytical state of the art should be taken
into account although it is not the ultimate goal
to optimise an individual analytical procedure as
well as possible. It is also very important to
recognise that the release of a given batch is based
on a whole set of test procedures which comple-
ment and supplement each other. Their selection
in the specification design [12,13] has, therefore,
considerable influence on the required perfor-
mance of the individual control test and, hence,
on its validation.

Besides this ‘horizontal’ integration, there are
also ‘vertical’ connections. There is a strong feed-
back between method development and validation
[17]. Due to the important aspect of time, it is
advisable (if possible) to perform a ‘progressive’
validation starting from a basic data set which is
supplemented, for instance, with respect to (inter-
mediate) precision and robustness. The validation
results can also have a feedback effect on details
of the analytical procedure such as on the number
of replicate determinations or the mode of cali-
bration (see next chapter).

During method development and validation the
critical performance parameters of the analytical
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Fig. 2. Construction of specification limits from 95% confi-
dence intervals. The procedure is shown for the lower limits.
BL, basic limits, imposed by the variability of the manufactur-
ing process; SL, overall specification limit, combination of BL
and the (lower) limit of the one-sided 95% confidence interval
of the analytical variability.

Rearranging Eqs. (1) and (2) gives the maxi-
mum permitted experimental standard deviation
for the given specification limits, i.e. the accep-
tance limit for the validation. For example, a drug
substance LC-assay (performed with four repeti-
tions) with a lower specification limit of 98.0%
and a limit for the sum of impurities of 0.5% (i.e.
a lower basic limit of 99.5%) would require an
experimental standard deviation in validation be-
low 0.64%. It should be noted that BL and SL in
Eq. (3) refer to the ‘critical’ half of the specifica-
tion range. For drug substances, due to the pres-
ence of impurities, these are the lower limits. As
the required standard deviation is dependent on
the number of repetitions in the assay, adjust-
ments are possible (Table 2). Thus, the number of
repeated determinations can also be fine-tuned
according to the results of the validation. In case
of sufficiently wide specification limits compared
to the analytical variability, this allows an effi-
ciency optimisation of the analytical procedure.

smax=
�(BL−SL)�×
n

2× tn−1,0.95

(3)

While in the case of a drug substance assay the
basic limits are defined mainly by the sum of
impurities, in the case of drug products, often
only an estimation is possible. For simple dosage
forms, the same variability may be expected for
analytics and manufacturing.

It should be noted that the estimation of the
true standard deviation will result in a maximum
value and, therefore, reduce the required accep-
tance limit. Consequently, in critical cases an ex-

which also displays a variability. A reliable exper-
imental determination of the true value requires
repeated intermediate precision studies, but it can
be estimated from the statistical (x2) distribution
of standard deviations. The upper 95% confidence
limit of this distribution (UL) will represent the
maximum value for the true standard deviation
(Eq. (2)). For six experimental values, it can be
approximated by twice the experimental standard
deviation [16].

SL=BL9 tn−1,0.95×
strue


n
(1)

UL(strue)=sexp×
' (n−1)

xn−1,0.95
2 (2)

Table 2
Maximum permitted standard deviation for assay determinations in dependence on the number of repetitions and the specification
range

Drug product (%) Drug product (%) Drug substance (%)

98–10295–10595–105Specification range
97.5 (estimated) 99.0 (estimated)Basic limit (lower) 99.5 (sum of impurities)

Acceptance limit for experimental standard deviation in validation (n=6)Number of repetitions

0.452 0.170.28
0.743 1.19 0.45

1.74 0.641.06
0.862.31.446
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perimental determination (using at least four to
six series) might be reasonable to obtain an esti-
mate for the true standard deviation. Then, Eq.
(1) can be directly rearranged and the factor of
two in Eq. (3) can be omitted.

If specification limits are not yet defined or
implied due to safety requirements, Eq. (1) can be
used directly to calculate the limits. For the true
standard deviation, the upper limit of the experi-
mental determination (Eq. (2)) can be calculated
or twice this value as an approximation. Alterna-
tively, a soundly based intermediate precision may
be used as an estimation for the true standard
deviation.

The validation acceptance limit should then be
derived from previous experiences of comparable
analytical procedures (analytical state of the art).
For example, from a well based as well as accept-
able intermediate precision of 1.0% and a basic
limit of 99.0%, the specification range for a drug
substance to be determined with four repetitions
can be calculated to 97.8–101.2%. If the experi-
mental repeatability was determined with 1.0%,
limits from 96.4–102.4% would result.

With respect to impurity determinations, the
ICH reporting threshold of 0.05% [9] can be
regarded as the required quantitation limit for
unknown impurities which would guarantee a reli-
able quantitation at the specification limit of
0.1%. If other limits are required due, for exam-
ple, to safety considerations, the above-mentioned
approach can be applied.

Statistical tests such as the Student’s t-test or
the evaluation of 95% confidence intervals should
only be carefully (directly) applied as acceptance
criteria because they test for statistical differences.
Due to sometimes abnormally small variabilities
in the analytical series, differences are identified as
significant which are of no practical relevance
[19]. In addition, when comparing independent
methods for the proof of accuracy, different spe-
cificities can be expected which add a systematic
bias, thus increasing the risk of the aforemen-
tioned danger.

The analyst must decide, if detected statistical
differences are of practical relevance. For exam-
ple, if (e.g. due to abnormal small variability in
one series) for a mean t-test or in linearity a

Fig. 3. Dependence of the test power on the number of
determinations. Mean t-test at 95% level of statistical signifi-
cance, assuming a true standard deviation of 0.5 and the same
number of determinations for each mean.

(statistical) significant difference to another series
or of the intercept to zero is detected, the absolute
magnitude of this difference should be taken into
account. On the other hand, a large variability
can also obscure differences which are not
acceptable.

In addition, the power of these tests increases
with the number of determinations. As shown in
Fig. 3, with six determinations, a difference of
0.64 between two means can be detected, whereas
a difference of 0.25 can be distinguished with 32
repetitions. Although the latter difference is statis-
tically significant, in most cases (such as LC-assay
determination) it has no practical relevance.

For practical purposes, a sufficient agreement
between two results (two means or a mean and a
nominal value, e.g. recovery) is completely ade-
quate. The acceptance criteria can be derived
from previous experience or calculated based on
specification limits and statistical considerations
(see next part). For example, assuming a LC-as-
say with specification limits from 95 to 105%, a
recovery range from 98 to 102% would be
acceptable.

The acceptance criteria and limits should be
defined before starting the validation and included
in a protocol. After the validation studies, they
will serve as a basis for the evaluation.
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4. Validation characteristics

When performing validation studies, the whole
analytical procedure including all the steps of the
sample preparation should be applied, as far as
possible. In contrast, the term ‘method’ should be
restricted to the mode of analytical determination
alone (e.g. capillary electrophoresis, (reversed-
phase) chromatography and spectrometry).

Allowed exceptions to the written procedure
concern the number of repetitions as the number
of determinations for the various validation char-
acteristics is described in the ICH guideline (Table
2) and the repetitions in the procedure may be
fine-tuned based on the validation results (see
previous chapter). Such an adjustment may also
be used for the final calibration mode (Section
4.2).

As far as possible, the analytical procedure
should be independent of the actual equipment
used provided that the equipment has been appro-
priately qualified. This must be taken into account
for the validation studies.

4.1. Specificity

There has been some controversy regarding the
technical term for this validation characteristic,
i.e. specificity vs. selectivity [20]. In contrast to an
isolated test procedure, in pharmaceutical analysis
the sum of various control tests and hence their
combined specificity is used for the overall batch
evaluation. A very pragmatic definition describes
selectivity as the (physical) separation of sub-
stance mixtures with, for example, chromatogra-
phy and electrophoresis, i.e. the determination of
the analyte in addition to other substances. The
individual determination of an analyte in the pres-
ence of other substances, (i.e. without significant
influence of other substances or classes of sub-
stances) is defined as specific by, for instance,
mass spectrometry, NMR, infrared, fluorescence
or UV spectrometry, electrochemical detection
and titration [21].

In spite of this discussion, there is a broad
agreement that this validation characteristic is of
crucial importance and is the critical basis for
each analytical procedure. As no absolute and

quantitative measure exists (at least for the overall
specificity), the requirements depend on the indi-
vidual analytical procedure as well as on its com-
bination with others. For example, the overall
specificity of a quality control can be obtained by
securing (or correcting) a precise and efficient
assay titration with a selective chromatographic
impurity determination. Assuming a titration for
the assay of a basic drug substance with a molec-
ular weight of 300. Three impurities are specified,
two of which are also basic compounds (A : 200
and B : 100 MW). The third impurity, a neutral
molecule will have no titration response, for the
other impurities titration response factors of 300/
200=1.5 and 300/100=3.0 can be calculated.
Therefore, the result of the batch titration must be
corrected with the amounts of the basic impurities
obtained by a selective LC-procedure. Of course,
the amount of unknown impurities must be lim-
ited in order to prevent non predictable titration
responses.

drug[% as is]= titration[%]

×
100−1.5×A [%, LC]−3×B [%, LC]

100
(4)

With respect to chromatographic techniques,
specificity can be demonstrated by a sufficient
separation of the substances present. For the as-
say, appropriate separation means an adequate
resolution between the main peak and the impu-
rity and placebo peaks which need not to be
separated from each other. The same can be
applied to individual impurity or degradant deter-
mination. In contrast, universal procedures for
the determination of impurities require a sufficient
separation of all relevant impurity peaks. The
required resolution is strongly dependent on the
difference in the size of the corresponding peaks
as well as on their elution order [22]. In order to
be able to detect the coelution of unknown sub-
stances, peak homogeneity investigations such as
rechromatography, diode array detection or LC-
MS coupling should be performed [next part].

If samples from stress testing are used to
demonstrate appropriate separation power, care
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should be taken to avoid overdegradation as this
would result in secondary (or even higher order)
degradants which are of no practical relevance.
Therefore, degradation should be restricted to
about 10%. Alternatively, samples from regular
stability studies (accelerated storage conditions)
may be used.

4.2. Linearity/range

A linear dependence of the signal and the ana-
lyte concentration is certainly the most convenient
case and widely used in pharmaceutical analysis.
However, there are analytical procedures with a

nonlinear response such as TLC, fluorescence de-
tection and atom absorption spectrometry. There-
fore, the term ‘analytical response’ would have
been more appropriate for this validation
characteristic.

The essential question to be answered here is on
the suitability of the calibration mode to be used
in the test procedure. The requirements and rele-
vant parameters for the various calibrations are
given in Table 3. A detailed discussion will follow
in the next part.

It should be noted that in most cases only a
qualitative statement is needed. For example, if a
single-point calibration (external standard) is

Table 3
Requirements for different calibration modes with relevant parameters

Quantitation Requirements Relevant parameters

Single-point calibration
Linear functionExternal standard Standard error of slope (residual standard deviation),

sensitivities (relative standard deviation, graph), residual
analysis, statistical tests (vs. quadratic regression)

Non-significant Inclusion of zero in confidence interval of the ordinate
ordinate intercept intercept, magnitude of the intercept (as percent of the

signal at 100% test concentration)
Homogeneity of F-test of the variances at the lower and upper limit of the
variancesa range

Multiple-point calibration
Standard error of slope (residual standard deviation),Linear functionLinear, unweighted
sensitivities (relative standard deviation, graph), residual
analysis, statistical tests (vs. quadratic regression)
F-test of the variances at the lower and upper limit of theHomogeneity of

variancesa range
Linear, weighted Standard error of slope (residual standard deviation),Linear function

sensitivities (relative standard deviation, graph), residual
analysis, statistical tests (vs. quadratic regression)

Continuous functionNon-linear Appropriate equation

For main peak:100%-method (area normalisation for Standard error of slope (residual standard deviation),
linear functionimpurities): sensitivities (relative standard deviation, graph), residual

analysis, statistical tests (vs. quadratic regression)
Non-significant Inclusion of zero in confidence interval of the ordinate

intercept, magnitude of the intercept (as percent of theordinate intercept
signal at 100% test concentration)

Homogeneity of F-test of the variances at the lower and upper limit of the
variancesa range
For impurities: Standard error of slope (residual standard deviation),

sensitivities (relative standard deviation, graph), residuallinear function
analysis, statistical tests (vs. quadratic regression)

a May be presumed for a limited range (factor 10–20).
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Table 4
Quantitative approaches to demonstrate accuracy according to
ICH [8]

Application of the analytical procedure toDrug substance
a reference material
Comparison of the results with those of a
second, well characterised procedure

Application of the analytical procedure toDrug product
synthetic mixtures of drug product
components
Spiking of analyt to drug product
Comparison of the results with those of a
second, well characterised procedure

Spiking of the impurity to drug substanceImpurities
(quantitative) or product

Comparison of the results with those of a
second, well characterised procedure

Otherwise, the comparison should be performed
as a qualitative verification of plausibility or an
acceptable maximum difference should be defined
(e.g. 2.0% for an LC assay).

Spiking experiments for recovery investigations
should be performed as closely to the authentic
conditions as possible so that possible interfer-
ences between the analyte and matrix can be
recognised. This ranges, for example, from the
direct preparation of a drug product with various
contents of active ingredient to which the whole
analytical procedure is applied to the addition of
a drug substance stock solution to a placebo
solution.

For the quantitation of the analyte, the same
calibration mode as described in the final test
procedure must be used. Again, statistical tests
should be used carefully, especially with complex
matrices and low concentrations of impurities.
Alternatively, acceptable deviations from the the-
oretical recovery of 100% can be defined based on
the application, experiences or general statistical
considerations (next part).

Using UV detection, response factors for
known and available impurities and degradants
can be obtained from linearity or recovery studies
(ratio of the slopes or of specific peak area of
analyte and active ingredient). However, this is
not possible for unknown impurities or impurities
which are not available. In these cases, safety
checks should be performed to identify possible
problems. As a first step, the peak area percent
can be obtained additionally at a ‘check’ wave-
length in the lower UV range (e.g. 210 nm) [24]
where absorbance coefficients often differ less.
Comparable results for the two wavelengths indi-
cate similar response factors, wheras large differ-
ences in the peak area may indicate response
factors different to unity (Fig. 4). However, the
latter belongs rather to the analytical development
and the design of the analytical procedure.

4.4. Precision

In addition to the ICH precision levels (Table
1), it is advisable to determine the system preci-
sion (injection repeatability) either by repeated

aimed at, the requirements are a linear response
function and the zero intercept. If these prerequi-
sites are fulfilled, the actual figures for the stan-
dard error of slope or the confidence interval of
the intercept, for example, are not used further or
referred to. Therefore, it makes no sense to repeat
linearity investigations on other days or with
other operators [23]. However, care should be
taken to remain within the linear range of the
individual detector used but this information can
be obtained from the equipment qualification.

4.3. Accuracy

The ICH guideline recommends the demonstra-
tion of accuracy over the whole working range
(see Table 1). However, if only a narrow range is
required (e.g. assay or impurities with a low spe-
cification limit), a six-fold determination at a
100% test concentration as described for the preci-
sion studies may also be used.

Several approaches discussed in the ICH guide-
line are given in Table 4.

If the analytical test to be validated is com-
pared with another procedure or applied to a
reference substance, the probably different specifi-
cities must be taken into account. Therefore,
statistical tests should be performed only if the
systematic bias based on these differences can be
quantified and thus corrected or are negligible.
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determinations of the same test solution or from
double determinations of each test solution used
for repeatability (Eq. (5)).

sd=
' 1

2m
%
m

i=1

(xi,1−xi,2)2 (5)

Repeatability, also termed intra-assay precision,
refers to the precision obtained under the same
operating conditions over a short interval of time
by applying the whole analytical procedure to the
sample. Intermediate precision refers to within-
laboratory variations. The extent of investigations
will depend on the intended use of the analytical
procedure. A typical investigation might include
analysts, days, equipment, reagents, columns, etc.
Preferably, the intermediate precision studies
should be extended over a longer period of time,
in order to obtain a measure of the analytical
variability which is representative for the long-
term routine use. A basic validation study can
also be supplemented by incorporating investiga-
tions into the routine application of the analytical
procedure.

Repeatability and intermediate precision can be
calculated by an analysis of variances [25,26]. The
former figure represents the overall variability
within the performed series, the latter also in-
cludes the variability between the series (Table 5).
The difference between the precision levels as well

Table 5
Analysis of variances for the investigation of intermediate
precisiona

Series 2Series 1

Number of determinations 76
0.63%Relative standard deviation 0.32%

Mean 10.07 10.14
0.03495% confidence interval 0.060

10.11Overall mean
0.52%Repeatability
0.65%Intermediate precision

a Two operators performed an assay of a tablet formulation
(10 mg) with different LC-systems, mobile phases, and
columns.

as their absolute magnitude indicate the robust-
ness of the analytical procedure. For the evalua-
tion of the suitability (compatibility with
specification limits, see chapter ‘Acceptance Crite-
ria for Validation Parameters’), the intermediate
precision can be regarded as the relevant parame-
ter, especially if the analytical investigations ex-
tend over several years such as during stability
studies.

From the standard deviation, the repeatability
limit can be calculated (Eq. (6)) which represents
the maximum permitted difference between two
repeated measurements. In this way, a straightfor-
ward verification is possible if the degree of scat-
tering under the actual conditions is comparable
to the validation. By this parameter, the precision
obtained during the validation studies using a
larger number of data (thus increasing the reliabil-
ity) is linked to the routine analyses without re-
quiring a larger number of experimental data.

r= tn−1,0.95×
2×s:2.8×s (6)

Of course, a reliable estimate of the standard
deviation is required to calculate appropriate re-
peatability limits.

Most statistical tests and calculations are based
on the assumption that the experimental values
are only influenced by random variability (i.e. that
they are normally distributed). Data, which do
not fulfill these assumptions (e.g. due to so called
‘gross errors’, weighing, dilution, or by problems
with the instrument, etc.) will affect the results.

Fig. 4. Safety check for deviating response factors of unknown
impurities in UV detection. In addition to the test procedure
wavelength of 240 nm, relative peak area are displayed at 220
nm. The ratio for the labelled peaks is about seven. In further
investigations, a response factor of 14 was determined.
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Such values can be identified by statistical outlier
tests (e.g. according to Dixon or Grubbs [25]) in
order to eliminate them before performing further
calculations. However, the problem is — espe-
cially with a small number of data where group-
ings could easily occur — avoiding the incorrect
rejection of values belonging to the same distribu-
tion. When an outlier is identified, the absolute
magnitude of the standard deviation must also be
considered for evaluation. If this parameter (cal-
culated including the suspected ‘outlier’) lies in a
normally expected range, preferably all values
should be retained. Outlier tests should be applied
carefully and only obviously deviating values
(‘gross errors’) should be eliminated. It is prefer-
able to increase the reliability of the obtained
standard deviation by repeated investigations, e.g.
using the overall repeatability obtained with an
analysis of variances of an intermediate precision
study.

4.5. Detection and quantitation limit

Several approaches are given in the ICH guide-
line to determine the detection and quantitation
limits (Table 6). Generally, they are based either
on the analysis of blanks or on the scattering
(variability) of the analytical signals in the low
concentration range.

Using the blank procedures, the corresponding
calculation value is multiplied by the factors of

3.3 and 10 for the detection and quantitation
limits, respectively. The calculation value may
represent the signal of the blank, the standard
deviation of the blank or of the intercept of a
calibration line (corresponding to an extrapolated
blank). In the latter two cases, the analytical
signal is transformed by the slope of the calibra-
tion line into a concentration [8]. Using the cali-
bration line directly, the aforementioned factors
(3.3 and 10) can be multiplied by the ratio from
the residual standard deviation and the slope (cor-
responding to the standard error of slope) [8].

Limits calculated or extrapolated by these pro-
cedures should be verified by the analysis of sam-
ples in the corresponding concentration range [8].
This additional verification is already included in
other procedures which make direct use of the
scattering around the calibration line by means of
the 95% prediction interval around the regression
line [27,28].

The quantitation limit can also be obtained
directly from precision studies. For this approach,
decreasing analyte concentrations are analysed re-
peatedly. The coefficient of variation (relative
standard deviation) is plotted against the corre-
sponding concentration. If a predefined limit for
the coefficient of variation (relative standard devi-
ation) is exceeded (e.g. 10 or 20%), the corre-
sponding concentration is established as the
quantitation limit [6,29]. However, a sufficiently
large number of analyte concentrations must be
analysed because a large scattering of standard
deviations occur in the low concentration range.

More than the other validation characteristics,
detection and quantitation limits are dependent
on the equipment used and the actual conditions
as well as on the method of calculation. In Fig. 5,
the results of a repeated determination using five
LC-systems over a period of about 9 months are
shown. A calibration using a model compound
was performed with six concentrations in the
range from 0.05–1 mg/ml. Three approaches were
applied to obtain the quantitation limit: the calcu-
lations from the residual standard deviation and
from the 95% prediction interval were performed
using the linear regression parameters, the con-
centrations corresponding to a signal-to-noise ra-
tio of 10 were interpolated from the experimental

Table 6
Approaches for determining the detection and quantitation
limit [8]a

QuantitationApproach Detection limit
limit

Minimum levelMinimum levelVisual evaluation
quantifiabledetectable

3:1 or 2:1Signal-to-noise 10:1
3.3×s/S 10×s/SStandard deviation of

the response (s)b and
the slope (S)

a Verification with a suitable number of samples.
b Standard deviation of the blank, residual standard devia-

tion of the calibration line, or standard deviation of the
intercept.
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Fig. 5. Reproducibility of the quantitation limit (‘intermediate QL’). Three different procedures were used to calculate the
quantitation limit. 1.1–1.6, six determinations were performed on the same LC system; 2.1–2.3, three series were performed on a
second LC-system; 3.1–5.1, three other LC-systems were used. The series were analysed over a time period of about 9 months.

signal-to-noise ratio of the concentrations below
0.5 mg/ml.

Large differences can be seen for the various
calculation procedures (factor 2–3), but also in
the case of repeated analysis for the same calcula-
tion (factor 2).

However, these limits are of special importance
in the transfer of analytical procedures and for
the reporting of impurities. Therefore, the (gen-
eral) quantitation limit of the analytical procedure
should be defined taking the requirements of the
analytical procedure into account, rather than
determined experimentally. In order to guarantee
a reliable quantitation, it must be at least three
standard deviations away from the specification
limit. For orientation purposes — taking the
higher variability in this concentration range into
account — the quantitation limit may be defined
as 50% of the specification limit. For example,
with regard to an impurity specified as 0.1%, the
quantitation limit can be established at 0.05%.
This corresponds to the reporting thresholds of
the ICH impurity guideline [9]. During validation,
one of the described methods is used to verify
(generally) whether this quantitation limit can be
reliably achieved. Taking the random variability

of the determination into account, it does not
matter whether the ‘actual’ QL is determined to
0.02 or 0.04%, provided that the upper limit of
the ‘general’ QL of 0.05% can be achieved. If
impurities are present or can be spiked at the
quantitation limit in batches used for assay preci-
sion studies, the standard deviation with respect
to the impurities can be calculated from the same
experimental data. The QL can be regarded as
verified if an acceptable precision (e.g. below 10–
20%) is achieved.

5. Conclusions

Beyond the regulatory requirements, the perfor-
mance and reliability of the control test procedure
are essential to the quality control of drugs. Re-
sults which reflect the quality of the analytical
procedure more than the quality of the pharma-
ceutical to be tested may easily lead to drastic
financial consequences. Therefore, validation
should be regarded as part of an integrated con-
cept to ensure the quality, safety, and efficacy of
pharmaceuticals.
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Based on the validation characteristics and re-
quirements of the ICH guidelines, each analytical
procedure must be validated with respect to
parameters which are relevant to its performance.

It is the responsibility of the analyst to identify
the critical performance parameters and design
the validation study accordingly. Acceptance
criteria should be defined in the validation proto-
col. They can be established from previous experi-
ences (analytical state of the art) or calculated
from specification limits. For the intended use of
the test procedure acceptable absolute acceptance
limits are preferred. Statistical tests should be
used carefully and preferably for orientation pur-
poses. The evaluation of the validation results is
the responsibility of the analyst and must not be
left or reduced to the outcome of a statistical test!
However, statistical analysis and considerations
are very helpful in verifying the compatibility of
specification limits and analytical variability, cal-
culating acceptance limits and performing simula-
tions in order to predict future risks.

Relevant parameters for the evaluation of lin-
earity are dependent on the intended calibration
mode of the analytical procedure. For the evalua-
tion and further calculations, the different levels
of precision must be taken into account. Due to
the large variability of experimentally obtained
results, the ‘general’ quantitation limit should be
defined according to the requirements, for exam-
ple the reporting threshold for unknown impuri-
ties of 0.05%.
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